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Abstract. The subspace intersection method using acoustic vector sensors [5] provides 
unbiased bearing estimates in a range-independent shallow ocean with the advantage of both 
subspace intersection(SI) method and acoustic vector sensors(AVS) array. But its robustness is 
poor. In this paper, an improved SI method based on extracting main eigenspace of modal 
subspace is proposed. Simulations show that the performance of the improved method in this 
paper is better than that of the improved method by compressing modal space with narrower 
main lobe width and lower estimation error. 
Keywords: subspace intersection (SI); acoustic vector sensors (AVS); normal mode; main 
eigenspace. 

1 Introduction 
Bearing estimation is always a hard work in shallow water. Most of the traditional methods, which 
assume plane-wave propagation, lead to biased bearing estimates due to the multimode nature of 
acoustic wave propagation in the ocean. To solve this problem, Matched field processing (MFP) 
techniques was proposed by Gong [1], but this method works at the expense of computational 
complexity because of the three-dimensional search in the bearing-range-depth space. The subspace 
intersection method given by Lakshmipathi provides high-resolution bearing estimation based on a 
more appropriate normal mode propagation model [2]. SI alleviates the problems of both bias and 
computational complexity compared to MFP by a one-dimensional searching of bearing without range 
and depth. But the robustness of SI is poor because of the QR decomposition. Some methods were 
presented to solve this problem such as least square subspace intersection [3] and compressing the 
modal space subspace intersection [4]. Nagananda [5] extend SI to an AVS array which measure 
acoustic pressure as well as all components of particle velocity, and AVS array get better performance 
than scalar array, but stability is not improved.  

After studying SI method, we find that the modal subspace of different bearing have strong 
correlation when the number of the normal modes rises. So extracting main eigenspace SI (EMS_SI) 
method based on acoustic vector sensors, which can not only make sure the eigenspace matrix is 
singular but also reduce the correlation of modal subspace, is proposed in this paper. Simulations 
show that the performance of EMS_SImethod is better than that of the improved method by 
compressing modal subspace (CMS_SI) [4] with narrower main lobe width and lower estimation error. 
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2 AVS array data model based on normal mode propagation model 
The AVS array data model in shallow ocean usedin this paper isthe same with that described in [5]. A 
horizontal linear AVS array ofN sensors at depth maz  is taken into account, and the inter-sensor 
spacing isd. There are J narrowband sources of centre frequencyf, which are located at depth mjz , 
ranges mjr  and bearing jθ 1,...,j J= . Bearing is measured with respect to the end-fire direction of 
the array.  

The output of AVS array could be expressed as 

                                                       (1) 

where n is the array noise vector and 

                                                                     (2) 

1[ ,..., ]T
Jθ θ=θ                                                                 (3) 

1[ ,..., ]T
Jr r=r                                                                  (4) 

1[ ,..., ]T
Jz z=z                                                                 (5) 

are the vector of unknown parameters, and  

[ ]1 2( ) ( ), ( ), , ( ) T
Jt s t s t s t=S                                                        (6) 

is the source signal vector, and  is a matrix defined as  

                                                           (7) 

and  

                                                        (8) 

( ) 1 1, diag( ( , ),..., ( , ))J Jr z r z=B r z b b                                              (9) 
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( ) ( ) ( )1, , ,..., ,j j j j M j jr z b r z b r z =  b                                            
(11) 

( ) ( ) ( )0,
m j m jik r r
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eb r z B z z
k r

δ

ψ ψ
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                                        (12) 

In these formulas, M is the total number of the normal modes, and B0 is a complex quantity 
independent of rj, zj, jθ ,za. For AVS array, 
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( )m zψ and mk  are the eigenfunction and wavenumber of the mth normal mode. 
Considering the sound sources ( )tS  are uncorrelated white Gaussian noise with variances 2

jσ , and 
the sound sources S(t) are uncorrelated with the noise n(t), and n(t) is uncorrelated white Gaussian 
noise with variances 2

nσ . 
Since correlation matrix of noiseis not diagonal, so it needs to be whitened before signal 

processing. In order to satisfy this condition, we apply the whitening transformation *=wn W n  , 
where the matrix W is given in [5]. So we get 

( ) * ( )w t t=X W X                                                             (14) 

and the correlation matrix of ( )w tX is defined as 

     
( ) ( )H

w w wE t t =  R X X                                                            (15) 

In practical applications, we use the following formula to estimate the true correlation matrix 

1

1ˆ ( ) ( )
L

H
w w w

t
t t

L =

 =  ∑R X X                                                       (16) 

where L is the number of snapshots. 

3 Review of SI method based on AVS array 

The idea of SI method based on AVS is concise [5]. Suppose 1span{ ( ), , ( )}s Jϕ ϕ=U Wp Wp  is the 
signal subspace and 1( ) span{ ( ), , ( )}s Mθ θ θ=A Wa Wa  is the modal subspace. Then 

( )s s θ∩ ≠ ∅U A  if and only if { }1, , Jθ θ θ∈  . Signal subspace could be obtained by decomposing 
the covariance matrix: 

2H H
w s Nσ= +R WPR P W I                                                         (17) 

Assume sR  is a full rank matrix. Let 1 4, , Nu u  indicate the unit-norm eigenvectors of wR  
arranged in a descending order with respect to the value of their eigenvalues. Thus, 

{ }1span , ,s Ju u=U  . The SI method based on AVS could be described as follows: 
(1) Whiten the array noise by using W; 
(2) Estimate the covariance matrix wR  from samples; 
(3) Construct the signal space sU  through eigen decomposition of wR ; 
(4) Construct [ ( ), ]s sθ=D A U  and do the QR decomposition to get =D QR . Let jjr  indicate the 

diagonal elements of R; 

(5) Compute the function ( )
1

2

1
minSI jjM j M J

B rθ
−

+ ≤ ≤ +

 =   
. 

The anglescorresponding to thepeaks of ( )SIB θ are the bearing of sources. 

4 Extracting main eigenspace SI method based on AVS 
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The original SI method needs to do QR decomposition of matrix D. It is not stable because the matrix 
D especially ( )s θA  is singular. By studying the SI method based on AVS, there is another reason that 
impacts on the performance of SI. For a given channel, the number of propagating modes M depends 
on the signal frequency. In general, M increases as the frequency is increased. The modal matrix 

( )θA is 4N*M. When M increases, the number of column vector of ( )θA  increases. Then, the modal 
subspace of different directions have strong correlation, leading to main lobe width wider. 

To solve the problem above, the method of extracting main eigenspace of modal subspace is 
proposed in this paper. Ideas as follows: 

Construct Hermitian matrix: 

( ) ( ) ( )H
A θ θ θ=R A A                                                           (18) 

Eigendecompose ( )A θR  

( ) ( ) ( )H
A A Aθ θ θ= ΛR U U                                                         (19) 

where 

{ }1 4diag , , Nµ µ=Λ                                                            (20) 

is a diagonal matrix, and diagonal elements are the eigenvalue of ( )A θR , and they are arranged in 
a descending order. 

According to the theory of signal space, the modal subspace ( )s θA  is the same with the space 

{ }1span , ,CMS a ar=U u u , where rank( ( ))r θ= A  and anu ( 1,...4 )n N= are the column vectors of 
( )A θU , and CMSU  is singular. So we can use CMSU  instead of ( )s θA  [4]. After analyzing the 

eigenvalue nµ ( 1,... )n r= of ( )A θR , some of them are small, and the eigenvectors corresponding to 
them have little effect on CMSU . So we bring in the threshold γ  to extracting main eigenspace of 
modal subspace: 

{ } 1
1

1 1

( ) ( ), , ( ) ( , )A A

A

N N
EMS a aN

µ µ
θ θ θ γ γ

µ µ
+= > <U u u                              (21) 

where AN is the number of main eigenvectors chosenafter setting the threshold γ . 
In this way, ( )EMS θU  that we construct is singular, and importantly, the extracted modal subspace 

of different directions have lower correlation. 
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Figure1. Ocean model 

5 Simulation 
We consider the Pekeris Ocean model as [5]. The ocean model is shown in Figure1.The channel 
parameters are assumed to be the following: water depth H=75m,sound speed in water c=1500m/s, 
sound speed in bottom cb=1700m/s, density of water , density of bottom , 
attenuation in bottom  where , and . All the sources are located at 
ranges  and depth . The acoustic vector sensors array are located at 
depth , and the inter-sensor spacing , the number of sensorsN=20. All the results have 
been obtained by averaging over 200 simulations, and the snapshots isL=350. The signal-to-noise ratio 
for the source is defined as [5]. 

 

Figure 2. Bias vs  for EMS_SI and CMS_SI. One source at , SNR=15dB 
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Figure 3. Response function for EMS_SI and CMS_SI. Two sources at 30,60θ = , SNR=15dB 

In order to choose the proper parameter γ , we simulate γ  vs bias of EMS_SI for 60θ = , 
SNR=15dB, and compare the result with that of CMS_SI. Simulation result is show in Figure2. It is 
shown that, for EMS_SI, the bias of bearing estimates is the least at 0.001γ = , and the performance 
of EMS_SI is better than that of CMS_SI when γ  is not too big, 0.001γ =  included absolutely. The 
simulation results in the following paper are obtained under the condition of 0.001γ = . 

EMS_SI response function ( )SIB θ  is compared with CMS_SI in Figure3 for 30,60θ = , 
SNR 15dB= . It is seen that, both EMS_SI and CMS_SI can realize the accurate bearing estimation in 
normal mode propagation model, and EMS_SI has narrower main lobe width than CMS_SI. 

Figure 4 and 5 show the plots of bias vs SNR and the plots of root mean square error (RMSE) vs 
SNR for both EMS_SI and CMS_SI, and 60θ =  . It is seen that, when SNR changes from -5dB to 
20dB, EMS_SI performs better than CMS_SI obviously, especially under low SNR environment. 
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Figure 4. Bias vs SNR for EMS_SI and CMS_SI.One source at 60θ =   
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Figure 5. RMSE vs SNR for EMS_SI and CMS_SI. One source at 60θ =   
Figure 6 and 7 show the plots of bias vs bearing angle θ  and the plots of RMSE vs bearing angle 

θ  for both EMS_SI and CMS_SI, and SNR 15dB= . It is seen that, for both EMS_SI and CMS_SI, 
the bias and RMSE decrease as θ  approaches 90 , but EMS_SI performs better than CMS_SI. 
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Figure 6. Bias vs SNR for EMS_SI and CMS_SI. One source is set and SNR=15dB 
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Figure 7. RMSE vs SNR for EMS_SI and CMS_SI. One source is set and SNR=15dB 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have presented the extracting main eigenspace SI method based on the compressing 
eigenspace SI method using a horizontal linear array of acoustic vector sensors. In this method, we use 
the main eigenspace extracted from modal subspace instead of the modal subspace,and the correlation 
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of modal subspacein different direction is reduced, in this way, we can make the SI method more 
stable.Simulation results show that the main lobe width for EMS_SI is narrower than CMS_SI, and 
the bias and RMSE for EMS_SI are significantly lower than those for CMS_SI, especially at low SNR. 
No matter how the target’s direction changes, the bias and RMSE for EMS_SI are significantly lower 
than those for CMS_SI. 
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